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Perspectives
We Should Talk

The prospect of holding a live conversation with another randomly contacted ham 
somewhere else on the planet can be accompanied by the anxiety of “mic-fright.” It 
was for me. I felt comfort hiding behind the anonymity of CW Morse code during my 
early ham days. Still, it was a daunting prospect to hold a conversation with someone 
I’d just met on-the-air. 

Today, many of the more recent digital modes are geared to provide minimal 
scripted QSO exchanges over specifi c diffi cult propagation paths like Earth-Moon-
Earth and meteor scatter. Then there is also FT8, which was designed for fast mini-
mal exchange QSOs over HF paths. FT8 is the ultimate in hiding-behind-the-screen 
(literally) of anonymity — for some, the keyboard antithesis of mic-fright. While FT8 
is certainly not an on-the-air conversational mode — in fact some hams prefer to not 
QSO with the same station more than once — it does provoke online debates that 
center on operational questions such as whether a fi nal exchange of “73” is required 
for a QSL-worthy QSO. The keyboard conversation has shifted away from on-the-air 
to online. These minimal QSO exchanges serve the purpose of earning confi rma-
tions for various awards like DXCC and WAS, but they are not conversations. 

Back in my Novice days, the ARRL offered a simple award, the Rag Chewers’ 
Club (R.C.C.) certifi cate, earned for holding an on-the-air QSO lasting 30 or more 
minutes. An intent was to foster conversations instead of minimal QSO exchanges. 
The ARRL R.C.C. award has since been phased out, but several clubs and ham 
organizations have taken up that banner with their own versions of the award. 

There are modes such as traditional CW, RTTY and PSK31 that support conver-
sations. There are also the voice modes. Take the time to have an on-the-air conver-
sation with a fellow ham. We should talk!

In This Issue:
• Eric Nichols, KL7AJ, in his Essay Series, explains resonance.
• Dave Harrison, W6IBC, describes a multi-band HF phasing receiver.
• Brian Callahan, AD2BA, conducts gaming experiments over SSTV.
• Gérald Julien Lemay, VA2GJ, explains tuned transformers.
• Gary Cobb, G3TMG, measures low-valued insertion losses with a NanoVNA.

Writing for QEX
Please continue to send in full-length QEX articles, or share a Technical Note of 

several hundred words in length plus a fi gure or two. QEX is edited by Kazimierz 
“Kai” Siwiak, KE4PT, (ksiwiak@arrl.org) and is published bimonthly. QEX is a 
forum for the free exchange of ideas among communications experimenters. All 
members can access digital editions of all four ARRL magazines: QST, On the Air, 
QEX, and NCJ as a member benefi t. The QEX printed edition is available at an 
annual subscription rate (6 issues per year) for members and non-members, see 
www.arrl.org/qex.

Would you like to write for QEX? We pay $50 per published page for full articles 
and QEX Technical Notes. Get more information and an Author Guide at www.arrl.
org/qex-author-guide. If you prefer postal mail, send a business-size self-
addressed, stamped (US postage) envelope to: QEX Author Guide, c/o Maty 
Weinberg, ARRL, 225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111.

Very kindest regards,
Kazimierz “Kai” Siwiak, KE4PT
QEX Editor


